
Shooting 101 

Key points: 

● Same mechanics as passing - just more power 
● Arms AWAY from body, elbows up
● Aim with elbow and butt of your stick 
● Variations:

○ Power shots are taken further out and begin with 
shoulders 90 degree angle to goal, and finish facing the 
goal 

○ Inside shots, shoulders are always facing the goal, arms 
are up and out, taking shot closer to the goal

○ For all shots, hips are facing the goal and you are 
sprinting through shot 

Things to look out for: 

● Do not slow down or stop feet to shoot - sprint 
THROUGH 

● Push/pull motion - do not just push from top 
hand and shoulder 

● Do not fade away - run towards corners of the 
crease/goal 
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Shooting
● The Basic Motion: BEEF

○ Balance - Make sure you are balanced, opposite foot forward 
○ Elbows - elbows and arms are up and away
○ Eyes - see the goal
○ Follow Through - push with top hand and pull through with bottom hand across body

● The Options: 
○ Outside Power Shot (think BEEF)
○ Inside Placement Shot

■ Little Hands, Faking, and Placement 
● Fake high shoot low, Fake low shoot high
● Use your body and eyes to fake, not the stick 
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Build-up shooting drill 

1. Begin with stance: 
a. Butt of stick facing goal 
b. Triple threat position:  head of stick couple inches off shoulder; position your arm where you’d throw a football from - place stick in 

same position
2. Take top hand off, pull stick across body to other side with only your bottom hand 
3. Both hands, but now pull so hard that your top hand comes off as you whip it across your body 
4. Add step with opposite foot
5. Reps standing still 
6. Variation: start with kneeling 
7. On the move 

a. With fakes 
b. Off a give and go 
c. Switching hands 
d. Off a dodge
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Pass and move shooting sequence: THROUGH-CUT SHOOTING 

Skill focus: the offensive concept of cutting through to create space 
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Directions: 
● Start from up top/wing or behind/wing. 
● Pass, cut through, player with ball dodges. 
● Stick should be up asking for ball when player cuts through (but they 

won’t receive it). 
● Get all the way through the 8m. Replace other line.

Age: 6th-8th grade 

Focus: Shooting on the move
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Pass and move shooting sequence: X-CUT SHOOTING

Skill focus: the offensive concept of cutting 
through to create space 
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X-CUT SHOOTING 
● Similar to the through cut, but 

now you are trying to screen 
the defender on ball almost 
like a moving pick. 

● Pass low, make a shallow cut 
under your teammate and 
they go off your shoulder to 
dodge to goal

Ages: 6th-8th grade 

Focus: Shooting on the move
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